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A variational formulation is developed for boundary value problems described 
by operator equations (7 + .F*)h = w(h) in some region Z’, subject to 
b(h) = 0 on the boundary of V. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H, and H4 be real Hilbert spaces with inner products ( , ) and ( , ) 
respectively. The Cartesian product space H = H, x H6 has elements 
h = (3 and is a Hilbert space for the inner product ( , } defined by 
hi = (2) 
(i = 1, 2). (1.2) 
The formal adjoint of a linear operator 9: H -+ H is defined to be the linear 
operator F*: H---f H such that 
for all h, , h, E H. Here V is the domain of functions in H with a smooth 
boundary aV, and B(h, , ha) is a boundary functional which we shall take to 
be 
WI 3 kz)av = VI > ~J%b 9 (1.4) 
where CJ: H + H is a linear operator with adjoint a*: H -+ H defined by 
hph, = (u*$) h, on 3V. Cl.51 
Let w(h) E H and b(h) E H be prescribed differentiable vector functions 
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of h. Then we consider the class of boundary value problems described by 
the equations 
(F + F*) h = w(h) in I’, (1.6) 
b(h) = 0 on av, (1.7) 
and ask when these equations arise from a variational principle. The answer 
is obtained by using a theorem due to Vainberg [I]. 
2. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
To give a variational formulation of equations (1.6) and (1.7) we seek a 
potential I(h) such that 
I’(h) = 0 z- Eqs. (1.6), (1.7). (2.1) 
Consider the functional 
P) = {h, rh>v - JV), + Wav 3 (2.2) 
where Wand r are assumed to be differentiable. Then we find that 
[-$(h + t5)]t+o = (5, (9 + y*) h - W’(h)}, + (5, o*h + r’(h)}av .
(2.3) 
Hence I’(h) = 0 implies 
(F + T*) h = W’(h) in V, (2.4) 
a*h + T’(h) = 0 on av. (2.5) 
Comparing (2.4) and (2.5) with (1.6) and (1.7) we see that we require 
W’(h) = w(h), (2.6) 
and 
r’(h) = Abib(h) - u*h = y(h) say, (2.7) 
where k is some nonzero real constant. By Vainberg’s theorem [I], the 
functionals Wand r in (2.6) and (2.7) can be found if and only if 
w’(h) and y’(h) are self-adjoint. (2.8) 
If we write 
(2.9) 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
and 
the conditions (2.8) state that 
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(2.10) 
a~, * aw, c-1 at4 =3iF' a+ =TiY' a4 ( ) 3 * aw, aw * i I- aw -2 -2, a+ (2.11) 
and 
( > ay,* a,, au =Z' ( 1 
k * 63 
a+ =Zp a+ =T$' ( 1 JJYg 63 (2.12) 
When these hold we find that the functionals W and r are given by 
(2.13) 
where 
(2.14) 
and 
(2.16) 
Here u, and q$, are arbitrary elements of H, and Hm respectively, and partial 
derivatives denote abstract derivatives. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
These results can be applied to boundary value problems which are 
expressed in general canonical form. Thus, let T: H,+, -+ H, be a linear 
operator with adjoint T*: H, -+ Hd such that 
(u> WV = <T*u, 4)~ + (us wh , (3-l) 
where or: Hb -+ H, is a linear operator with adjoint uT*: H, + H4 defined 
by 
Z~U& = (+*f4)+ on av. (3.2) 
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Then we choose 
s- = (; i), 0 0 y*= T* 0, ( ) 
(3.5) 
and (1.6) and (1.7) become 
T# = wI(u, +) in V, (3.6) 
T*u = wz(u, 4) in V, (3.7) 
k(% 4) = 0 on av, (3.8) 
&, $1 = 0 on av. (3.9) 
When conditions (2.11) are satisfied there is a functional W(u, 4) such that 
wh, 4) = awla (3.10) 
44 4) = awla+, (3.11) 
and then (3.6) and (3.7) are the usual general canonical Euler equations 
[see 21. Many examples arise [see 2, 31 for which 
Wl(% $1 = .flw , (3.12) 
Fd% 4 = .f2(4)9 (3.13) 
where f.‘(u) and fa’($) are self-adjoint, and in this case a suitable expression 
for W is readily seen to be 
where 
W% $5) = w4 + W), (3.14) 
F&4 = IU (j&q, da 
% 
F,(4) = j-1 <M&s 4% 
Examples of operators T and T* are given in [2, 3, 41. 
Turning next to the boundary terms, from (2.7) we have 
n(u7 4) = wb 9% 
‘yz(% $1 = &2(% $4 - e*w 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
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and, by (2.12), we can find the functional I’ if and only if 
ab, * i 1 -==z ati , k&* ( 1 a+ 
ab, * 
(4 
ab, 
a$ =T 
zzz k ah? -- au - UT*, 
(3.18) 
There are four interesting choices for b(k) which correspond to Dirichlet, 
Neumann and mixed boundary conditions. These are listed in Table I. 
TABLE I 
Boundary Conditions 
I II III IV 
In Table I, & E H6 and ug E H, are known functions defined on aV, and 
m(u) E H, and n(4) E H, are prescribed functions such that m’(u) and n’(b) 
are self-adjoint. Applying conditions (3.18) to each of the four cases in 
Table I, we find the values of the constant k, and r(h) is then obtained from 
equation (2.15). The results are given in Table II. 
TABLE II 
The Functional r 
I -1 -h OT($ - +Ld 
II +1 - <UT*ue ,4> 
III -1 -b, ord;) + M(u) 
IV +1 --NW 
In Table II, 
(3.19) 
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These expressions for the boundary functional r have appeared in various 
forms in the literature [see 2, 3, 4, 51. 
Finally, we remark that the solution (u, +) of boundary value problems of 
the form 
T+ =fi(u) in V, (3.20) 
T*u =fi(+) in V, (3.21) 
44 4) = 0 on av, (3.22) 
b&,+) = 0 on av, (3.23) 
can readily be shown to be unique when 
F~(u) is strictly convex, 
F,(4) is concave, 
M(U) is concave (type III boundary conditions), 
N(4) is concave (type IV boundary conditions). 
(3.24) 
Other similar conditions for uniqueness can also be given. 
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